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Rationale 
Design for Health: Visualising Mental Health

Brief summary:
The brief specifies to design a professionally crafted communication piece which is focused on 
building resilience, appropriate for the intended purpose and audience. We had to choose an 
audience of a system that adapts to disturbance. 

Design concept:
The design concept is a care box targeted towards survivors of domestic violence, specifically those 
who were in intimate partnerships. Due to there being numerous forms of abuse we’ve refined 
our product ‘Restore’ so that it specifically targets longer lasting emotional and psychological 
effects. ‘Restore’  is intended for survivor’s post experience to help break negative patterns, build 
independence and self-esteem. 

Design product response:
The ‘Restore’ care box was specifically designed  to reach our audience on a personal level and to  
be easily accessible so the product can be utilised in the users own environment. This allows flexibility  
of going at their own pace to complete the steps included. The visual style has been created to 
be gender neutral as it is not just women that are affected by domestic violence, but also males. 
This has been done with organic shapes and a neutral colour palette which also expresses a 
positive response. 

Four steps:
There are four steps included in the care box. This was included to address and acknowledge that 
survivors go through various stages to overcome their trauma. This will help guide them through 
the process. 

Relax
Given that many survivors would experience PTSD and anxiety, the first step is Relax. Relax  
includes a candle and breathing exercises as these help to create a calming and safe environment  
for the user and also take away any anxious feelings they may have recalled from the experience.

Reassure
The next step is reassure, this includes a reflection journal and affirmation cards. The products  
used in this section address the self esteem aspect, it allows survivors cope and process their 
trauma, set themselves goals and have a positive mindset and build self-love. 

Remind
Following this is remind. Remind includes a pack of flash cards which teaches survivors how to 
detect the red flags in a negative relationship. This artifact will ultimately help break the pattern 
of falling back into toxic partnerships whether being a previous or newly forming relationship. 

Rekindle
From understanding the red flags, this leads into the rekindle section. Rekindle allows for survivors  
to socialise and modify the quality of positive relationships and expand their support systems 
with a pair of tea bags that are included. 

Restore
Restore uses its design elements such as pattern, colour choices, written language (all sections 
starting with ‘re’) and typography consistently throughout its visual identity. The Restore care box 
is our response to survivors of domestic violence. 



Brainstorm

https://sanctuaryforfamilies.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/
Safety-Planning-EN.pdf 



As a group, we generated as many core issues within mental health and resilience 
with post it notes. Then, each member marked on issues they were most interested 
in and majority selected Covid. This topic is quite broad, therefore the group further 
brainstormed issues people experience with Covid as an inhibition. However, it was 
advised to steer clear from the topic and focus the others as themselves. Furthermore, 
group discussion narrowed down to two topics of homelessness and domestic 
violence whilst considering who it effects and the adversities they face.  



Brainstorm

Domestic abuse during covid-19

The image above shows a graffiti artist creating awareness of the increase in domestic violence 
because of the stay-at-home orders enforced due to corona-virus. During this time many domestic 
abuse hot-line callings had risen with victims having no escape from their abusive situation. While 
discussing this issue as a group we spoke about the secret hand signal that was created for victims 
to use via video calls to flag that they are in need of help, which made us consider other ways 
people can ask for help in a discreet way.

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/how-street-artists-around-world-are-reacting-to-life-with-covid-19-180974712/



Poster that is only completely visible to children 

The message of this poster reads “If somebody hurts you, phone us and we will help you” but due 
to a lenticular printing technique this message can only be seen from a child’s point of view. This 
is an idea of how point of view/perspective could be something we use in our design outcome, 
also child abuse is a topic direction we could pursue.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2320324/The-anti-child-abuse-poster-seen-children.html



Initial Research

Research into the topics, homelessness and DV helped inform and answer the five questions.



Survivors stories 

Reading stories of survivors is helpful to us as a group to understand how to help build 
resilience to those affected. From reading these stories we discovered how important it 
is for survivors to connect with one another and have still have help once they are out of 
the abusive environment. Because this is such a serious topic we want to make sure we 
go about it in appropriate way and this sort of research is helping us figure out how we 
should respond. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2320324/The-anti-child-abuse-poster-seen-children.html



https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1077801212470543

Main points to make away from this trauma recovery and resilience in domestic violence 
survivors reading:

-Survivors gaining a new balance and meaning to life once the violence has ended. 

-Individuals still have healthy and stable personalities despite the abuse they are endured.

-Resilience can be identified as a personality characteristic and as a interaction among 
individual attributes.

Survivors story

“The first time Nancy came into counseling she had a hard time looking at her therapist. Embarrassed and ashamed of the 
bruises on her body, the mental torture from her spouse, and sexual acts he coerced her into doing, she struggled to talk. She 
believed that she deserved to be treated this way and her actions were causing his rage. Nancy minimized his acts by making 
excuses for his abusive behavior and blaming herself.

Set standards. The final step towards Nancys healing was to set new standards for how she expected to be treated. These 
became the boundaries of what is acceptable behavior. Anytime a person would violate one of her limitations, she would 
confront them. If they demonstrated respect by their actions and not words, Nancy would remain in the relationship. If they did 
not, she ended things. These new standards helped to reduce her fear that she would reenter into another abusive relationship.”

https://psychcentral.com/pro/exhausted-woman/2017/11/7-steps-of-healing-from-domestic-violence#1

This information on a survivors healing made us consider how we could incorporate building boundaries to DV suriviors into 
our concept. 

Initial Research



Five Questions

Group discussion of answering the five questions brainstormed the possible lists of target 
audience, stressor, target time, and modifying factors in each topic. 

Topic 1: Domestic Violence

Topic 2: Domestic Violence



Table above is the final version of our topic 

From the first table, the group was advised to narrow down the target audience and 
hence, resulted in focusing on intimate partners as it was a sufficient range compared 
to family which was a broader range. 

As the group favoured more towards DV, we discussed more about the ideas behind it 
during the meeting with clinician. They informed and advised us that the ‘pre’ time is 
more therapeutic and may be more challenging to implement compare to ‘post’.



Research DV Design Outomes

Main points from research: 
- Deserve to feel valued, respected and safe. 
- Emotional and psychological consequences of DV are also severe.  
- Emotionally abusive relationships can destroy self worth, lead to anxiety and depression and make you feel helpless and alone.  
Examples of abuse situations include: 
- Isolating a victim from family and friends 
- Diminishing their self-esteem 
- Survivors can experience mental health problems such as depression and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms  
Other programs and efforts to address violence by intimate partners focus on specific setting such as: 
- Hospitals and other health settings 
- Schools  
- Communities  
Important to direct survivors of IPV to victim services and abuse treatment programs.  
A lack of existing design outcomes specific to DV however, there were other mental health programs that provide similar results.  
Considering this information, it is important for the DV survivor to not know they are going through resilience but rather the primary 
goal is to improve their overall wellbeing, gain back their self-worth/esteem, prevent situation from reoccurring and connect them with 
others.  



https://questforlife.org.au/residential-program/healing-your-life/
https://www.copmi.net.au/

https://www.shebah.com.au/ https://www.partnersinprevention.org.au/

https://www.thelookout.org.au/ http://lovegoodbadugly.com/

https://www.arc-app.org.au/ https://woah.org.au/



Idea generation of Concepts





Final Three Concepts

The topic that we are doing is Domestic Violence. We are specifically targeting 
intimate partners who range from adolescence to adults in heterosexual or same-
sex relationships. The stressors that the audience is most likely to experience are the 
different forms of abuse. From our research these forms include financial, physical, 
emotional, psychological, sexual, trauma and stalking. We are targeting them in a 
post domestic situation as a way to keep domestic violence from reoccurring. We are 
hoping to modify the survivors to be able to seek help and escape, breaking the cycle, 
recognising the signs and building self-worth. We believe these changes will, increase 
quality of relationships, stability and sense of belonging, building independence 
and hope, and redeem self-worth, control and empowerment. From the research 
that we conducted, we learnt that the resources and existing design outcomes 
such as campaigns and programs were mostly designed to reach people who were 
experiencing during a domestic situation. For instance, there were facts, statistics and 
perhaps how to get out of the position, which may have a short term impact. However, 
there was a lack of resources for survivors post domestic abuse and how they could 
have improved upon it afterwards on a personal level. So, we have addressed those 
problems and considered it in our concepts, which hopefully will provide a longer 
term impact.

We have come up with a concept for our name and created a mood board. We have 
three variations of the name and originally, we decided on Luminer because it 
derived from the words luminosity and inner. We further experimented with adding 
‘re’ in front of it so, it would create the meaning for the victim of restoring their self-
worth. We’re leaning more towards relumina but we’re open to hear your thoughts 
about it. And we have kept the same concept name for the prototypes as we think all 
of them fits with what we’re trying to achieve. 

The discussion with the clinicians 
advised in the direction to research 
more on survivor stories and what 
they did to actually get through with 
it and what helped. 

The name did not resonate with 
them as it was too clever.

All concepts worked well however, 
the app may not be accessible with 
people who do not have phones 
and the Uber feature has a bad 
reputation. 

The instructor approved with the 
care box as the 4 stage of resilience 
was quite special. 



Journal concept: 

More developed idea from concept 1, used to help domestic abuse survivors cope and 
process their trauma. Through research we found expressive writing has been found to 
improve the symptoms o PTSD which many survivors experience. 

https://www.verywellmind.com/how-to-use-journaling-to-cope-with-ptsd-2797594

Getting out of an abusive relationship many not be ready to seek help/talk to family or 
friends yet, a self care journal may be the first step to making positive changes. 

The journal includes: 

-A weekly self-care tracker 

-Self reflections 

-Daily affirmations 

-Long/short-term goals

The App includes: 

- Goal setting and rewards

-Daily affirmation notifications

- Chat feature

- Red flag quiz

- Uber feature



Concept Development & Refinement

Brainstormed potential products that would be suitable for each section. 

Relax:

•  Plant

•  Candle

• Room spray

•  Tea

• Healing crystal

• Breathing exercises

•  Playlist

Remind:

•  Red flags/warning signs (in the form of a folded out poster or 
cards)

•  Tips/advice

•  Activity suggestions 

Rekindle:

•  Tea to share

•  Conversation Starters

• Card game

• Activity suggestions 

•  Suggestions on where to meet people 

Reassure:

•  Checklist/goals

•  Bounce ball toy (with encouraging message)

•  Affirmation cards

Narrowed down products to one or two things for each section.



As a group decided to result the name to Restore. The word serves 
the best purpose of how the box functions and consistent with the 
names of the sections. 

Rough estimate of how the sections will be divided in 
consideration of imagining the scales of the products. 

Before producing the products 
and the box. Design rules were 
generated so, each group member 
can follow and the visual style is 
consistent and cohesive throughout 
the product as a whole. 

From the mood board, the group 
decided on which art style and 
colour palette to follow. 



Relax section

Simple breathing exercise

This exercise can be performed sitting down, 
standing up or laying as often as needed.

Breathing Exercises

1. Begin by taking a slow, deep breath through your 
nose. Keep your shoulders relaxed.

2. Exhale slowly through your mouth. As you blow air 
out, purse your lips slightly, keeping your jaw relaxed. 

3. Repeat the first two steps until you feel in a more 
relaxed and calm state. 

The Relax section includes a candle and breathing exercises. I firstly began 
researching different breathing exercises which helped with anxiety, 
mindfullness and feeling calm. 

The main colour for the Relax section is sage green. The pattern for this 
section is quite large and organic using bigger shapes to feel more open and 
less busy. 

The breathing exercises started off with a pattern on the back and the description and 
instructions on the other side. This was to make the cards feel open and not over crowded 
with pattern around the entire instructions and descriptions. To achieve a more cohesive 
look the back of the card was now made green with the name and description of the card. 
The instructions were then put on the other side with the pattern around to allow for an 
overall more spaced look and to match with the other products in the box. 



Breathing exercises

https://www.verywellmind.com/abdominal-breathing-2584115

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/breathing-exercises-for-anxiety#diaphragmatic-breathing

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/diaphragmatic-breathing

For the candle a calming scent was desired. Lavendar is a very calming 
scent and has many great qualities. The design for the candle is a simple 
wrap around with pattern on it. The use of the candle is to create a calming 
environment. 



Reassure section

The reassure section contains a self care journal and affirmation cards. I have 
started by researching different kinds of journals and cards while keeping in 
mind the topic of resilience and domestic abuse survivors. 

https://www.kmart.com.au/product/the-self-care-journal---book/3491132?gclid=CjwKCAjwnP
OEBhA0EiwA609ReR2HreD_axqboFg6J_BftdN8xU-BvW50toFUIbUyUhvwy5tSMWnijhoCzAoQA
vD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds

https://www.hanakotherapies.com/products/affirmation-cards?variant
=12558154268771&currency=AUD&utm_medium=product_sync&utm_
source=google&utm_content=sag_organic&utm_campaign=sag_

The initial shapes I have created to be made into a pattern for the 
reassure section.



Keeping with the orange reassure colour, i designed to cards to be 
double sided. The pattern on the quote slide includes all the colours of 
the care box in with the shapes a drew in a overlapping pattern. I want 
to use the colour tints to reflect a positive feelings as a imagine the 
cards to be on display standing in a block. I searched for each quote to 
relate to the affirmation on the other side so each card is connected. 

I have kept the journal quite simple so far, using a lighter 
tint of the colour for the lines on the page and headings. 

Affirmation cards

I have found quotes that relate to each affirmation card to express an understanding of what the reading may be feeling to help them more forward.

Release painful memories:
“In the process of letting go you will lose many things from the past, but you will find yourself.” –Deepak Chopra

https://iamfearlesssoul.com/20-inspirational-quotes-on-letting-go-past/
Keep a journal or diary: 
“Fill your paper with the breathings of your heart.” – William Wordsworth

https://butfirstjoy.com/30-inspirational-quotes-about-journaling/
Open yourself to loving relationships: 
“There’s nothing more beautiful than a person whose heart has been broken but still believes in love.” — Unknown

Nurture your friendships
“Lots of people want to ride with you in the limo, but what you want is someone who will take the bus with you when the limo breaks down.” — Oprah Winfrey

https://www.proflowers.com/blog/friendship-quotes/

Know your self-worth
“Your self-worth is determined by you. You don’t have to depend on someone to tell you who you are.” Beyoncé Knowles

https://wisdomquotes.com/self-worth-quotes/
Love yourself:
“It sounds like a cliche but I also learnt that you’re not going to fall for the right person until you really love yourself and feel good about how you are.” - Emma 
Watson

Ask for help when you need it”

“Healing takes time, and asking for help is a courageous step.” - Mariska Hargitay

https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/470555861047138273/

Trust your intuition:

“I believe in intuitions and inspirations...I sometimes FEEL that I am right. I do not KNOW that I am.” -Albert Einstein

https://writingcooperative.com/how-einsteins-insight-the-real-valuable-thing-is-intuition-can-help-writers-8cc4cd8db451?gi=c6fda16c8a76

Dream big 

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”—Eleanor Roosevelt. 

https://www.rd.com/list/dream-big-quotes/

Speak up 

speak your mind even though your voice shakes - elanor rooseveltlt  

https://www.brainyquote.com/topics/stand-quotes

Take a stand for what you believe in:

“If you fell down yesterday, stand up today.”- H. G. Wells

https://www.brainyquote.com/topics/stand-quotes

Take care of yourself 

“Our bodies are our gardens, to the which our wills are gardeners.” - William Shakespeare

https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/344512-tis-in-ourselves-that-we-are-thus-or-thus-our



Remind

Concept

The initial concept for remind was to create a concertina fold poster which 
would walk the user through a questionnaire. From a discussion with our 
tutor, we released it didn’t fit well with the other artifacts. 

After further refinement we came across the idea to convert the 
questionnaire into a memory game/flash cards.

Pattern design

I began by creating a variety of intricate and simple shapes using black 
watercolour paint. The results were scanned and converted into vector 
images using image trace. Each shape was cleaned up to create a smoother 
result. 



Do they look through  
your phone?

A. No - they respect my privacy

B. Yes - with my permission

C. Yes - without consent

Pick the red flag

Card set

Piecing the shapes in an interesting and upbeat way proved 
challenging, the initial design was far to dark in tone and didn’t give 
off an upbeat feel.

The type setting for the first concept was bland and didn’t allow for 
longer questions to with within the parameters.

After recieing the pattern we came up with the idea of floating the 
shapes around an invisible oval. This meant the shapes rather then 
being free floating would have some more containment. This would 
also create more space for type

Once the typesetting had been altered the design flowed much more 
effectively. The change to a darker background made the design much 
softer to the eye. Center aligned type still wasn’t working here

Red flags

Red flags

Red flags

Red flags



Red flags

Red flags

Red flags

Red flags

Do they look through  
your phone?

A. No - They respect my privacy

B. Yes - With my permission

C. Yes - Without consent

Pick the red flag

Yes - Without consent

If your partner is checking 

through messages, 

photos or history in your 

personal device, this is a 

big red flag.

C

Do they call you names 
in arguments?

A. Yes - Cussing is common

B.  Yes - serious tones

C. No - Theyre respectful

Pick the red flag

Yes

Your partner should help 

elevate your self esteem 

not put you down for 

potential insecurities.

A + B

Do they describe all 
their exes as “crazy.”

A. Yes - Quite frequently

B. No - This is their first relationship

C. No - They remain respectful

Pick the red flag

Yes

If your partner refers to 

multiple ex’s as ‘crazy’ it 

may be a sign that they 

themselves could be  

the problem.

A

Do they make effort with 
your friends/family?

A. Yes - But they don’t get along

B. No - Limits my contact

C. No - Although respect I need 
to spend time with them 

Pick the red flag

No - Limits my contact

Anybody who wants you 

all to themselves and 

attempts to sever your 

contacts is somebody to be 

wary of.

B

They rush a new 
relationship

A. Yes - Despite my need for 
slow and steady

C. No - Were at the same pace

Pick the red flag

Yes

Your partner should 

respect that you may not 

necessarily be ready to 

jump into something new.

A

Band design

With the initial band concept we used an opaque pliable plastic sheet 
with vinyl type. While aesthetic it was inconsistent with the brand we later 
changed this to a patterened white band with the signiture blue type.

Adjustments to red flags

We attempted to use a red type for the design however this came 
across very pushy, so the change to a blue type was later made as well 
as this, the justification for the questions was also changed to left 
aligned as this sat much nicer on the blue side of the card.

In the final design the cards have been rounded to finish the design 
off nicely,. this also simulates a deck of real cards and creates a softer 
more eligant design.



Rekindle

Thumbnails of potential tea bag tags and covers. 

Chosen three tea bag covers to explore and develop. Sketched out dummies and 
measurements before constructing on computer. 

Tea bag cover 1:

•  Don’t need such a large gap at the bottom - reduce to 0.5 mm

•  Don’t need the extra fold at the top - reduce maybe to 0.5 mm. But made it longer which 
works well still.

•  Carries and slot the two tea bags well

•  Need to find an adhesive material for the lid, to seal the lid

Tea bag cover 2:

•  Minimal material is sleek and not bulky compared to the other two covers

•  Tea bags lifts up the flaps, so make them longer

•  More of a simple template in comparison

Tea bag cover 3:

•  Quite compact and sleek

•  Measurements are slightly difficult to get accurate

•  Doesn’t require an adhesive seal as it has a tab to close the lid 

•  Fits the tea bag well inside



First tea bag cover:

•  The solid yellow colour on the exterior would pair suitably with 
the white text 

•  Cannot see pattern that well 

•  Compartments holds tea bag however, slightly tight as it closes, it 
becomes difficult to close 

Second tea bag cover:

•  Done similar to the first cover where the yellow solid colour is on 
the exterior for the text to be eligible and pattern on the inside.

•  This type of cover allows the user to fully see the pattern on the 
when opening it and revealing the inside. 

Third tea bag cover:

•  Experimented with the pattern on the exterior with black text over 
layered over it. Less legible. 

Ordered the conversation starters in progression from indoor to easy 
outdoor activities and matched it with some of the questions. 



Chosen the second tea bag cover to further refine, as the pattern can be viewed and its simple 
packaging. 

Images above are the experimentation of closures. Punched hole two of the flaps on the sides 
and attempted with white twine string, re-peelable adhesive dots, wood buttons with ribbone 
and various thicknesses of white ribbon. 

In the end, decided to with the re-peelable adhesive dots for its very clean finish. The string 
and the ribbon takes attention away from what is written on the other side.



Refined the tea tag to a rectangle portrait with rounded corners. Experimented with a 
range of holes to attach the string from the tea bag on. 

The punch hole was too large however, neater. Try to look for a smaller punch hole if 
possible. Attempt of poking a smaller hole through however, create the paper to fray 
which makes it less neat. 

Was able to find a smaller punch hole and so, 
image on the right is the finalised tea tags.



First prototype

The first step we took to making the prototype was bring all the objects from each section together to see how big the box need to 
be. Once we did this we were able to work out the dimensions. We then figured out the best way the box could be made and how 
thick the cardboard needed to be to be able to hold everything together. The card we used did not hold together well but it we still 
had a good visual idea of how the final outcome could look.



When bringing in our first prototype for feed back we received positive and helpful 
feedback. Our instructor advised us to change the instructions on the inside lid into 
columns for each section to make easier to follow. 



With the feedback from the previous week we took this into consideration and began rethinking the design of the box. We made 
the text larger on the section lids and included a pattern inside as a hidden reveal surprise to tie everything together and add 
something extra to the design. We created collumned sections for the instructions and had this more structured on the lid with a 
pattern around it while also including helplines for further support. We also continued the pattern around the sides of the box to 
create a full positive feel around all sides of the box. This version also included the semi circle holes to lift each section. 





Restore

Logo development

The initial concept for the logo was to include shapes in the associated colours for 
each stage of the box. Yellow for rekindle, blue for remind, red for reassure and 
green for relax.

We tried a combination of the brand font kopius and Muli. from experimentation 
we discovered Kopius had a more refined appearance and fit best with the design

The initial shapes didn’t work very well and has a much to rigid appearance.

We redrew the shapes to create a more well formed, contained shape.

The result after forming from our sketch is much more effective once the brand 
colours were applied.
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